GRADUATE STUDENT COUNCIL MEETING AGENDA

DATE: May 2nd, 2019  TIME: 5:00 PM – 7:00 PM
PLACE: 329, Cardinal Room, Student Center East
(750 S Halsted, Chicago, IL 60607)

1. Welcome & Dinner
2. Speakers:
   ○ Neal R. McCrillis, Vice Provost for Global Engagement
   ○ Nicholas D. Robledo, UIC Student Senator
3. Farewell Speech and Updates:
   ○ Outgoing Secretary: Juan Maldonado Weng
   ○ Outgoing Treasurer: Sai-Siva Kare
   ○ Outgoing Vice-President: Pratik-Sanjeev Deshpande
   ○ Outgoing President: Anna Terebus
4. Group Discussion:
   ○ Discussion with Department Representatives on their feedback and suggestions for the new GSC Officers team.
5. Incoming Officer Speech:
   ○ Incoming Secretary: Ritesh Jagatramka
   ○ Incoming Treasurer: Sivaraman Lakshmipathy
   ○ Incoming Vice-President: Biswajeet Maharathi
   ○ Incoming President: Sai-Siva Kare
6. Representatives Sign In & Adjournment of the General GSC meeting

GSC Facebook Page

GSC Website

Email: GSC-OFFICERS@listserv.uic.edu